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Why Belize?
◆ What started off as a course, became so much more....
Hands on learning

2007 - Hooked
2008 – Is this a Good Idea?

2008 Yes!
2009

- Hawksbill Hope is Started
  - Charity 501 (c) 3
- Low Level Funding
- How can we “Hire” someone to patrol beach?
- Could we Satellite Tag Turtles?

2011

- Four Tags deployed
  - Olive – Linda Searle & ECOMAR Belize
  - Hope – Marymount University
  - Peace – Earth Expeditions
  - Serenity - PACT
2012 - Moochula

2012 – Giving Back Project
2013 & Beyond

- More Tags
- Continue Giving Back Projects
- “Salaries” for Turtle Team